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Create A Landscape You Love!









Quality outdoor products & inspiration to transform your backyard
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Staff & Displays That Inspire
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On-time Deliveries
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Well-stocked & Clean Yard
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Everything you need for your next landscaping project in one place











Inspiration

 
Whether it’s our helpful staff or outdoor displays, get the inspiration you need for your project.


 


 












Products

 
Enjoy a well-stocked and organized yard so that you can get what you need - when you need it!


 


 












Service

 
Get the relationships, customer service, and complete satisfaction that comes from a local, family-owned business.
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The staff was very helpful with calculating the amount needed. The driver did a fantastic job driving through our fence gate, down our steep yard, and kept our grass intact.










- Kacy J
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Do you find working in your backyard frustrating because…










	













You have an idea for your backyard but don’t know how to make it a reality?











 
	













You don’t know which product works best or how much product to order?











 
	













You’re having trouble finding the specific pieces you need?











 













At Terrascape Supply, we want to help make your dream outdoors a reality by…
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A knowledgeable team offering inspiration and advice
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Having a variety of displays that showcase what’s possible
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Helping you find the perfect products
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Providing a wide variety of materials
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Delivery services with drivers who care about your property
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Getting Your Landscape 
Materials Is Simple
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Purchase

 
Order your products online or 
visit our store.
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Delivery or Pickup

 
Schedule a delivery date or pick them up.
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Enjoy!

 
Enjoy working with quality landscape products!
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Why work with
 Terrascape Supply?



















Knowledgeable Team

 
From sales to delivery, our team is here to help you find the products that are right for you and your backyard.


 


 

















Source of Inspiration

 
We want to help you with your next project, whether it’s our helpful team or wide range of displays at our store.


 


 

























Customer Service

 
We offer only the best in products, and we strive for complete customer satisfaction if something doesn’t meet our standards.


 


 

















Organized Yard

 
Our yard is kept clean and organized to make your experience as easy and clean as possible!
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I finally got the curb appeal I was looking for. The pillars, sidewalks and stone on the house wall all came together to give me the look I wanted. Adrian and Moses went above and beyond to help me with the right products. Service and products are the best!










- Karen M.
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Your source for local landscaping 
supplies and materials









Many homeowners and contractors have trouble finding the right landscaping products or inspiration they need for their dream outdoors.

At Terrascape Supply, our knowledgeable staff, well-stocked yard, and inspirational displays make sure you have everything you need to love your backyard!













 Read More




Every homeowner wants to love their outdoors. And in order to do that, you need quality landscape products and the inspiration to make your backyard dream come true.

But you may be facing a few problems…

You might not know how to make your vision a reality. Or, maybe you’re not able to find the products you need, or you don’t know which product to order or the quantity you need.

We understand the uncertainty and frustrations these problems cause. We believe every Homeowner and contractor deserves access to the quality landscape products and inspiration they need to make attractive and useful landscapes a reality!

That’s why for over 30 years, we have worked hard to give every customer the inspiration and products they need. Whether it’s through our knowledgeable staff, our value on long-term relationships, the design displays available, our yard that is kept clean and well-stocked, or our focus on reliable delivery and caring for your property - we want to provide you with everything you need for your next landscaping project!

You don’t need to worry about not finding the landscape products you need or having an unattractive yard.

Instead, we enable you to work with quality landscape products, get the products you need and when you need them, receive inspiration for your next project, enjoy a clean and well-stocked yard, and have your design questions answered - all while working with our friendly and knowledgeable team!
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8599 Woodbury Pike, Hollidaysburg, PA 16648
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(814) 696-1920


 


 











 







 
	Monday - Friday: 7:00am to 5:00pm
	Saturday - 8:00am to 1:00pm
	Sunday - Closed
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Celebrate our 25th anniversary with us by taking 25% off mulch & mushroom compost!
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From April 1-30, enjoy saving 25% on mulch products and mushroom compost! Discount is applied automatically at checkout.











Buy Online
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